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RE:  Regulatory Modernization

Ontario Power Generation (OPG) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the government’s

Regulatory Modernization initiative (run by the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat).

OPG is Ontario’s largest, low-cost, clean power generator in Ontario. The company’s electricity

generation portfolio has an in-service capacity of over 17,000 megawatts (MW), and operates

two nuclear generating stations, one biomass-fueled thermal generating station, one oil/gas-

fueled thermal station, a solar facility, 66 hydroelectric generating stations and over 250 water

control dams supporting the hydroelectric generating stations. OPG also recently entered into

agreements to acquire additional natural gas-fired generation capacity in Ontario (expecting to

close by end of 2019) and various hydroelectric facilities in the United States. Our company

maintains a critical role in Canada’s greenhouse gas emission reduction targets.

OPG is a member of the Canadian Electricity Association (CEA), WaterPower Canada (WPC) and

the Canadian Nuclear Association (CNA). We endorse their submissions on these matters. In

particular, OPG wishes to reiterate the following points with respect to this initiative:

SMRs: OPG agrees with CNA’s comments on Small Modular Reactors (SMRs). The applicable

regulatory regime, in its current form, could present various hurdles to this innovative technology.

Unnecessary barriers, including cumbersome regulations addressing fuel

supply/disposal/reprocessing, must be approached and developed in a way that does not quash

innovation or funding. This technology’s potential – with respect to helping northern communities,

and decarbonisation writ large – must not be suppressed at this early stage.

General Comments on Approaches to Developing Regulations/Codes: The federal environmental

legislative regime has undergone a massive overhaul in recent years – most notably through Bills

C68 and C69. This has proven incredibly challenging for proponents in the energy sector. While

the Acts themselves have now passed, it remains that pertinent regulations, standards and codes

– where the actual details will be spelled out – are only beginning to be developed. In order to

allow low-risk activities to proceed without facing undue costs/delays, these accompanying

guides must be developed with appropriate industry stakeholdering. The process for Bills C68/69

have been lacking in this respect thus far. Regulations recently came into force, for instance,

without being published in Gazette 1. Rather, stakeholders were restricted to commenting on

discussion papers that lacked substantial detail. We, like our industry associations, are concerned

about the effectiveness of such consultations, as we have not observed or been made aware of
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any recognition, changes or discussion resulting from previous government interaction.



As WPC points out, in-depth consultations with industry on how these Acts are implemented will

be critical to supporting clean energy generation moving forward. The key goals of this effort

should include: a) protecting the capacity of operators of existing facilities to operate normally

and maintain/repair/refurbish plants without new costs that were unpredictable at the time of

construction; and b) reducing red tape and approval timelines.

Fisheries Act-Specific Comments: OPG wishes to use this Regulatory Review process to reiterate

concerns made elsewhere regarding the Fisheries Act. As mentioned above, while certain

regulations are now in force, many crucial practice/code documents are set to be developed in

coming months. It is critical and timely that we explore ways to enable the development,

operation, optimization & renewal of hydropower stations to be more agile, transparent and

responsive (while continuing to protect the environment).

Under this new regime, ensuring operational compliance for Canada’s hydro plants – many of

which were built long ago – could prove to be extremely costly and even hinder clean electricity

production in some cases. Over the past few decades, proponents have worked exhaustively, in

tandem, with federal and provincial regulators to develop comprehensive regulatory regimes that

balance environmental needs with the energy demands of our country. This new Act threatens

to negate this work, asking existing facilities to undergo the same process required of new facilities.

As pointed out by WPC, the revised FA includes two prohibitions that may result in incidental

mortality of fish resulting in an owner being found in non-compliance with the Act, even if the

number of fish killed is below the threshold at which a population level is felt. (By “incidental

mortality”, we mean mortality that results from the normal operation of a facility that has an

authorization under the FA or was built legally long ago.) This is problematic, as it is impossible to

completely eliminate incidental mortality when operating hydro facilities. It is also important to

point out that the authorization process – which can take between 1-2 years per facility, will create

a crushing administrative and technical burden for proponents (not to mention cost tens of millions

of dollars). It will dominate countless resources for DFO and other pertinent regulators, and could

effect operators’ ability to manage production.

For these reasons, and echoing the comments made above, the Federal Government must work

with industry to develop or amend, as necessary, regulations, codes and policies under the

recently Act to ensure that existing hydropower facilities can continue to operate without undue

constraints that were not foreseeable at the time of construction. Our country’s clean energy

providers must be able to maintain or refurbish facilities in a timely and cost effective manner.

OPG appreciates the opportunity to provide comments and looks forward to a more meaningful

engagement with the development of these processes

Sincerely,

Aaron Del Pino

Vice President, Environment, Health & Safety

Ontario Power Generation Inc.
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